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List Title Tags

Deeper - not wider
10 x 10 X 10 = 1000: With a maximum of 10 parent lists on the home page, and with a maximum of 10 
children lists for each list there on down… one can get to any one of a maximum of 1,000 individual 
children lists in just 3 clicks from the home page. And each one of those 1,000 lists might contain 
however many items each. That’s a lot of lists we can get to fairly quickly and conveniently. EXCEPT… 
I don’t quite have a thousand areas in my life to keep lists for nor hundreds of projects to manage 
that I’d like to get to in just 3 clicks. Neither do I have an equal focus in my life’s lists spread across 
the board… nor any focus at all, really, beyond a few key areas.

The tendency with most people is to focus intensely and drill down deep into their lists. As I write, I’m 
8 children lists deep (Home > Workspace > WorkFlowy Book > Chapters > Working on > Navigate your 
Brain > List Title Tags > Deeper - not wider > X marks the spot for this bullet).
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Soooo, we need tools to get to the land of Far, Far Away in a click or 2, no matter how deep a list is 
buried. That would be great. And neither do I want to move my lists up the hierarchy, closer to the 
home page. I want to leave them where they are, like a World Heritage Site…

List Title Tags - from A to B that much faster
At the time of writing I’ve been watching Star Trek: DS9. The space station, Deep Space Nine, is 
located near the mouth of a recently discovered Bajoran wormhole, which allows access to the 
distant Gamma Quadrant. This wormhole makes passage from the Alpha Quadrant to the Gamma 
Quadrant - a distance of 70,000 light years - almost instantaneous (whereas it would ordinarily take 
a Federation starship 67 years to go the distance). The Bajoran wormhole is the only known stable 
wormhole in the Milky Way Galaxy with a terminus (mouth) located in both quadrants.

This is a picture of what I call “List Title Tags”. I usually put a tag in a parent list “terminus” and another 
in a child list “terminus” buried a number of lists deep. This tag might either substitute the title of a 
list or add an “@” to a keyword in the list title to modify it. When one engages (clicks on) a tag in a 
parent list, it will connect you to a tag in a child list, no matter how deep in the hierarchy. Then one 
simply clicks on the bullet of the child list to zoom in. Just like the Bajoran wormhole, these tags are 
“stable” in the sense that I keep them as permanent “terminuses”.

Below you will see a portion of my task list for @TODAY, ordered by priority. By looking at the 
breadcrumb navigation bar at the top of the image, you’ll notice that it would have taken 4 clicks to 
get here by clicking on one list at a time starting from the home page:
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As seen in the previous chapter, another instance of this tag is found on the home page - which 
actually substitutes the list title of my list where all my actionable items are tucked away. It 
represents one of the most frequently visited children lists therein:

When I click on the @TODAY tag (not the bullet point) on my home page, I get the following filtered 
search results:

You’ll see 3 @TODAY List Title Tags which are 3 of the 
contexts/ lists I visit daily within this parent list:

•	 My Kanban Calendar (for general task management)

•	 My journal for “thinking about thinking”

•	 A health log, containing a record of my diet, exercise 
routine and hours slept.

So it’s one click on my home page to get to the above 
search result… and from there, not only will it take just 
a second click to get to my task list for today… but also I 
have a tailor-made menu to cherry-pick from.

Another permanent wormhole terminus that I have, right next to my “@TODAY” tag on my home 
page is my “@CLASS” tag to access my class records. When I click on the tag and subsequently on 
the child tag’s bullet, I end up in my class records. I might add that my @CLASS list is only one child 
list deep… so I could easily click on 2 bullets instead of hitting the tag on the home page. Only once 
you’ve tried it, will you see how easy on the eyes this method is. It means that you needn’t scan the 
parent list once zoomed in for the child list you’re looking for. This is the difference, and it may be 
purely a matter of preference:
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I hope a light went on with this simplest of hacks. This chapter focused specifically on how tags 
help to navigate one’s established nested hierarchies of lists - the architecture you’ve set up for the 
broad categories: we know where our lists are, but we just want to get there effortlessly. These tags 
are permanent fixtures (until you decide to restructure things, that is)… now, coming up in the next 
chapter is a similar such dynamic - the only difference being that the tags we’ll be looking at are of 
a temporary nature - because of the continually changing landscape of our work.
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Workflow tags

Workflow tags are like pins on a map that can be found at a glance - no matter how many highways 
and byways one needs to traverse to get there. One sees them in their context when filtered for. 
We’re going to look at a couple of temporary tags that shift and move depending on where our 
focus is - where our work is. You could call these tags “workflow tags”.

Master tags - “One tag to find them, one tag to bring them all”
For those Lord of the Rings fans: We can liken a “master tag” to the “One Ring”:

Very briefly: The “One Ring” was forged by Sauron (The Lord of The Rings). Through the One Ring, 
Sauron could rule the other 19 Rings of Power (made by the Elven-smiths of Eregion). When Sauron 
wore the One Ring, he was able to see into the minds and control the thoughts of those who wore 
the other rings. That’s the gist of it.

There was an inscription on the One Ring, (in fine Elvish lettering), which when translated read: “One 
Ring to Rule Them All, One Ring to Find Them, One Ring to Bring Them All…”

A master tag, especially on your home page, is in a position of power, such that it can filter for all like 
tags throughout your account wherever they might be. I have a couple of these “master tags” on my 
home page, right at the top of my interface. They will summon the other instance(s), wherever they 
might be. Just to get my geek on a little, I’ve used Stylish to tweak the style of these master tags with 
a font called “Elven Common Speak” by Nancy Lorenz (similar to inscription on the One Ring). It’s just 
for illustrative purposes, I swear.

@wip - Work in Progress tag
Below you’ll see that I’ve filtered for my “Work in Progress” tag. One instance thereof is on my home 
page… and the other in the list of the chapter you’re currently reading.
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For me, the concept of a WIP tag was revolutionary - especially when multiple ideas bombarded 
me simultaneously. Before, when I hit upon an idea that had a trickle-down effect, I used to work 
frantically - shifting from one list to another, to deal with everything that was vying for my limited 
mental capacity - so as not to forget anything. The question was: “Do I finish the current thing I’m 
working on or do I move on to record the next idea, only to forget where my unfinished ideas are all 
scattered?”

Now, it’s become second nature to give anything I’m working on a @wip tag, the moment I need to 
exit a list and navigate elsewhere. To pick up where I left off, all I need do is filter for my tag and it 
reveals the exact spot I was last seen in a particular list. No need to rack my brains or file a missing 
list report.

The @wip tag is a temporary one and can be dispensed with as each loose end is tied up.

@fup - Follow up tag
I mostly use my @fup tag in my journal… or anywhere else I might plan to revisit at a later stage. It 
might be a goal I set which can only be followed up on after some sort of time interval. I also use the 
@fup tag to check on the progress of things I have delegated to others. In either case, it is not likely 
something I can check up on at the moment of assigning this tag. You might want to diversify and 
assign a “@waiting” tag for delegated tasks. Below you’ll see a snippet from my journal for today. 
The idea is that at the end of the evening, today, I will revisit this entry and see whether I was able to 
complete my goal of 14 Pomodori as anticipated.
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@bm - Bookmark tag
I use a bookmark tag to bookmark a place in a book I’m reading in WorkFlowy. Yep… I actually read 
books in WorkFlowy. At the moment I’m inserting image hyperlinks into the Public Domain classic, 
“Alice in Wonderland.” So I’m using my bookmark tag in lieu of a doggy ear. In this book’s 2nd 
edition I’ll have a couple of classics to share with you.

You can bookmark a chapter… or any line (bullet) within a chapter. It all depends where you stop 
reading.
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@dbtc - “Don’t break the chain!” tag
For more on this brilliant and effective hack, click/tap here… or wait a few chapters. For any “Don’t 
break the chain!” routines I’m currently engaged in, I use the @dbtc tag. I like to have quick access 
and keep them front and center. As you can see in the image below, I have 3 routines I’m currently 
working on. One of them is this little book on WorkFlowy. I started actively writing this book 17 days 
prior to taking the following screenshot:

So in the last 2 chapters we’ve looked at “List Title Tags” and “workflow” tags as a means of navigating 
our nested list hierarchies - and pretty much making our lives waaaay easier (streamlining our 
workflow). These tags are either unique tags which are part of our nested list architecture… or they 
are recycled in the midst of our workflow. Either way, we won’t have many of them at any given 
time. There’s way more to follow on tags in general - but just around the corner, a little chapter on 
getting directly from A to B (within WorkFlowy) via internal hyperlinks…



Hey there!
These pages come from the book,

             “Do Way, Way More in WorkFlowy”

... which lives in this online shop.

You can reach out to me here if you’d like: 
                            
                                      frankman777@gmail.com

         ...or on Twitter: @ProMashUp

I  blog weekly here: blog.workflowy.com

Happy outlining!

Me (Frank Degenaar) 

http://www.productivitymashup.com/do-way-way-more-in-workflowy/
https://twitter.com/promashup
https://blog.workflowy.com/

